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A comprehensive text on respiratory care for neonates, infants, and children, Neonatal and Pediatric

Respiratory Care, 4th Edition provides a solid foundation in the assessment and treatment of

respiratory care disorders. Clear, full-color coverage emphasizes clinical application of the principles

of neonatal/pediatric respiratory care. New to this edition is coverage of the latest advances in

clinical practice, a chapter devoted to quality and safety, and summary boxes discussing real-world

clinical scenarios. From author Brian Walsh, an experienced educator and respiratory therapist, this

text is an excellent study tool for the NBRCâ€™s Neonatal/Pediatric Specialty exam!A

comprehensive, evidence-based approach covers all of the major topics of respiratory care for

neonates, infants, and children, including both theory and application.Case studies help you master

the more difficult areas of care for neonatal and pediatric disorders.Logical,

streamlinedÂ organization makes it easier for students to master the material and prepare for an

entry-level BS degree and the national Neonatal/Pediatric Specialty credentialing exam.Learning

objectives at the beginning of each chapter highlight the "take-aways" by breaking down key content

into measurable behaviors, criteria, and conditions.Complete test preparation is provided through

coverage of all the content in the matrix for the NPS exam.NBRC exam-style assessment questions

test your comprehension of the material in each chapter. Answers to assessment and case study

questions are provided on the Evolve companion website. New Quality and Safety chapter

addresses quality care for the neonatal/pediatric patient.New Clinical Highlights boxes discuss

realistic scenarios to help you apply your knowledge to clinical practice.UPDATED! Over 400

full-color illustrations â€• plus clear tables and graphsâ€• make it easier to visualize key concepts.

New! Key point summary at end of each chapter highlights essential content in a bulleted

format.New! Glossary provides easy access to key terms and their definitions.New! Key terms at the

beginning of each chapter highlight important terminology.
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Although geared very nicely for the Respiratory Therapy student or RT preparing for Neonatal and

Pediatric Respiratory Care Speciality Exam, this text serves as a strong and sound resource for all

the professionals caring for children with respiratory illness. The chapters are carefully crafted by

experienced and wise physicians, nurses, RT's and pharmacists as appropriate, and are easy to

follow. Color illustrations are a leap forward from the prior edition of this text. Although technology

changes rapidly, physiology and development don't change at all. This text is a comprehensive and

up-to-date resource that will help practitioners re-find their roots in these highly important

foundations so critical to understanding everything else this field (all of which is also nicely

presented in the text). Case studies tie in well with the chapters and help keep the reader centered

on patient care. A nicely thorough and excellent resource at a price that is much less expensive

than most texts in medicine. Well done!John Hunt, MD Pediatric

Pulmonologist/Allergist/Immunologist

It has great quiz questions to help you study. The only downside is that you have to access the

website in order to see the answers. They aren't in the back of the book.The questions written by

the author/book publishers and provided to the teachers are extremely in depth questions. Pray that

your teacher isn't using their test bank.

Really a 3.5 stars for the content and 2 stars for poor formatting/presentations by publisher; A

reference large textbook ideally should be hardcover as was previous edition thus I had to keep my

previous hardcover edition (also dimensions of previous editions were smaller and better imho).

After glancing through the book as usual very little changes from edition to edition in most medical

textbooks thus I'm OK with keeping the previous edition but may have bought this one due to color

addition and some new info if it was hardcover edition. Also, the author made some confusion (may

be ok for seasoned RT/MDs) as was combining conventional mechanical ventilation with high

frequency ventilation making the subject harder to grasp especially for someone new in the field.



Really great book for understanding the neonatal and pediatric population. A great foundation

before working in the hospital.

Was very satisfied with my purchase!

I purchased the book for school and have been disappointed as I go because it doesn't have

themost up to date information. It is easy to read and the lay out is user friendly. Healthcare is

changing rapidly, so the information contained should be as up to date as possible, especially after

the printing of a new edition.

The book is easy to read,

Good and easy to read
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